
PRELIMINARY--SUBJECT TO PUBLIC REVIEW 

Dr. Harris evaluates whedier Highmark has the ii~centive and ability to engage in anticompetitive 

conduct post-Aftiliation that may result in a substantial lesse~~ing of competition in the 

coimnercial insurance market. He identifies the competitive risks and benefits associated with 

vertical affiliations, generally, and iliose iuvolving health insurers and providers. He addresses 

foreclosure theories of vertical mergers in his assessment of potential effects from this Affiliation 

and effectively premised his work on the five elements discussed above as the appropriate 

framework to assess the competitive effects of a vertical merger. ~` 18  Witl~ regard to incentives, for 

example, the Harris Report addresses whether "after the proposed cl~ange of control WPAHS 

would have an inceutive to increase reimbursement ratcs to other health insurers, thereby raising 

their costs, in an effoit to advanta~e Highinark."~~ '̀ His analysis of competitive effects tums 

largely on whether Higl~mark (or UPE or WPAHS) has market power, and whether it therefore 

has fhe incentive and ability profitably to gain from ai~ticompetitivc actions from exclusion and 

the potential for a corresponding partial or full exit of competitors. 

The framework set forth above provides a useful context for assessing the likely cotnpetitive 

effects from the vertical transaction involving Highmark and WPAHS. Considering this 

framework in the next sections, I summarize the relevant economic literature, discuss further Dr. 

Harris's economic analysis and conclusions with regard to verti~al competitive effects, and set 

out my analysis and any substantive differences with Dr. Harris's or his conclusions. In 

particular, after reviewing the relevant economic and healthcare literature in the next section, I 

focus on applying the relevant vertical theories to this specific Affiliation and examine record 

evidence and infonnation in order to reach conclusions with rega~rl to likely competitive effects. 

14 ~  1 note that the five elements listed abovc are generally somewhat less shingent or restrictive for effccts 
than the ones s[ated in the Harris Amended Supplement 3 at ~~ 4: `[ I] lt is necessary for Highmark or 
WPAIIS to have market power...[2] Hiehmark and WPAHS must be able to engage in some potentially 
anticompetitivz conduct... irr order lo force cornpeti(or, either fidh or par~iolli~, /i om o»e or more of the 
relei~anl markets... [3 and 4] Onm conrpetito~s me eacluded fi~om 7he naarket..., Highmai~k or WPAHS 
inusr be able to e.cercise market power and churKe higher prices ov lheJutta~e. These highcr prices would 
enable Higlnnark or WPAFIS. _to 'recoup' any losses associatcd with er.Qaaing in die hypothesized 
anticompetitive foreclosure... [ 1] E~zb t(or re-entq) or espunsion ivil! ro~ occ-ur at~er mnrket yower r.r 
esercrsed ared prices are increased." [Numbers are added to match with prior fi~~e elements; empl~asis 
added]. 

~ a~ Harris Amended Supplement 3 at ¶ 3. 
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B. VERTICAL MERGERS AND VERTICAL CONTRACTING IN 
HEALTHCARE 

Vertical theories of hann (and benefit) are not new in the healthcare industry, nor are competitive 

assessments of insurer or provider market power and vertical business practices involving 

insurers and providers. Vertical transactions between insurers and providers, however, have been 

relatively liinited until recently. ~so 

As with vertical integration srudies generally, the healthcare literature suggests that vertical 

integration and coordination of care can provide substantial opportunities for cost savings and 

consumer beneftts, with limited and spccific circumstances in which anticompetitive effecLs 

could occur. "~ These welfare-enhancing aspects of vertical integration promote competitive 

solutions that allow consumers to benefit from vertical integration whilc mitigating tlie 

fikelihood that potential adverse competitive consequences will materialize. 

Similarly, the healthcare literature on competitive effects of vertical arrangements focuses on the 

sufficiency of competition at the upstream and downstream levels and market power, whether the 

vertical arrangement changes the incentives of the integrated fi-m, and ultimately the effect of 

potential foreclosure or other actions on rivals, competition, and relevant competitive dimensions 

(price, quality, output). Specifieally, studies evalt~ate the sufficiency of competitive altematives 

~'° There are increasing numbers of cross-industry affiliations, joint venhires and such other fransactioos, 
many in the fonn of Accountable Care Organizations (`ACOs"), and others invulving consolidation and 
cha~ge in owmcrship, with the goals of alignine care and resources, reducing utilization and improving 
quality; many involve some dearce of vertical affiliation between otherwise independcnf finns. These 
include a wide range of alternatives st~vcwres for coordination of care, cost and population ma~~agement, 
quality enhancemznt, and alignment of organizations to improvc carc. See, for examplc Shih, Anthony, 
Karen Davis, Stephen C. Schoenbaum, Anne Gautheir, Rachel IVuzum, an d Douglas McCarthy, 
"Organizin2 thc U.S. Health Care Dclivery System for High Performance," Commission on a Hi~l~ 
Perfom~ai~ce Hcalth System, The Commonwealth Fund, Auaust 2008 (hereafter "The Commonwealth 
Fimd") for an ex[ensive review oC benefits from several models of intcgrated delivery systems including, 
for example, provider integrated nctworks, which is also discussed in ~rcater detail bclow. For additional 
examples, see Claffey, Thomas F., Joseph V. Agostini, Elizabeth N. Collet, Lom~y Reisman, and Randall 
Krakauer, "Paycr-Provider Collaboration In Accoun[able Care Reduccd Ose And Improved Quality In 
Maine Medicarc Advantage Plan," Hcaltli Affairs, (2012), VoL 3, No. 9 at 2074-83. Medica] home 
models are also being developcd by vertically intcgrated finns. See. e.g., Bolch, Matt Tight, "Payer, 
Provider Connection Gives Local Plans Advantages," Managed Heaethcar•e E.reculive, (2012),Vol, 22, 
No. I at R. After a relatively ]ong period with reiatively few transactions involvin_ providers and insurers, 
recently there are several annoimced deals. Sce, for example, "Payer-piuvider M&A roundup: The bigeest 
deals of 2011;' FierceHcalthPayer, November 7, 2011. 
"~ See Section VI bclow; also Douven, R., Halbersma, R., Katona, K., and Shestalova, V., Verticul 
/ntegratron ancl E~clusii~e F'errical Resnairit.r Beixeen Insen•ers and Hospita(s. CPB Discussion Papers. 
CPB Nethedands Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis, (20I0). 
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for rival insurers and rival ltospitals, e.a., effcctive hospital or healChcare insurance alternatives 

to which consumers can be directed ii~ sufficient numbers, mar,<et conditions such as entry and 

expansion, dynamic factors, and benefits of vertical alig~~ment aud integration as key elements in 

assessing competitiveness and pro-competitive results of healthcsre vertical integracion.152 

1. PRESENCE OF MARKET POWER AND RNAL COMPETITION 

The primary focus of Dr. Harris' analysis of the proposed Affiliation is on a foreclosure theory 

of hami, which has as its prerequisite the presence of market power enhanced or maintained by 

merger. 1 start my review here with consideration of market conditions and market power. 

The economic literature on insurer market power focuses on both monopoly and monopsony 

power and the competitiveness of insurancc markets. Monopoly power concerns, or more 

generally, concerns about the market power of insurers as sellers, relate to the ability of insurers 

with market power to extract supracompetitive prices such as health insurance premiums from 

customers. The related concept of monopsony power, i.e., the market power of insurers as 

buyers, Pocuses on the ability of dominant insurers to set negotiated reimbursements for 

providers (physicians and hospitals) at below competitive levels. Thc exercise of monopoly or 

monopsony power can result in consumer hann characterized by non-competitive prices and 

reduced quantity or quality relative to competitive levels. In both instances, market power stems 

~" Braun, C. J., and Short, F. Gorng Verlrccrl: The Hospital-Henldz Insrn~er ble~ger. Paper presen[ed at 
thc Antitrust in Hcalthcare Confcrence, Arlington, VA, May 3-4, 2012; Bums, L. R., and Pauly, M. V., 
"Integrated Delivery Networks: A Detour On The Road To Intcgrated Health Care?" Heo11h Afjaii~s, 
(?002), Vol. 21, No. 4, at 128-]43; Douven, R., Halbersma, R., Katona, K., and Shesralova, V., Vertical 
lntegration and Exclusive ~ertical Reslrnrnts Benreen Guurers and Hospi(aJs, (2010), CPB Discussion 
Papers. CPB Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis; Gaynor, M., Is vertical inte~ation 
anticompetitive?: Definitcly maybe (but that's not final):'Jounm! o/ F?eald~ Eeo~tonrics, (2006), Vol. 25 
No. 1 at 175-I80; Haycn, A., Meijboom. B. R.. and Westert, G. F., "Vertical Integralion of Health 
Insurance and Care Provision: Does it Improve Servicc Delivery`?" ln?erraa7iotta! Pa{blic Health, (201 ]), 
Vol. 3, No. 2, at 215-225; Ho, K., Bnn~iers to E~vn~ of a['crricailr b~tegraled Henld~ 6asao~er-: A~z 
Annlysi.c qf N~elJn~r nnd F.nhy Cosl.r, 2003; Robinson, J. C., and Casali~o, L. P., "Vertical integration and 
organizational networks in health carc," Healtlz Affnirs, (1996), Vol. 15, No. I, at 7-?2. See also 
Cilibeno, F. and D. Dranove ,"Thc effect of physician-hospital affiliations on hospital prices in 
California," Joi~rnal ofHeolih Economics, (2006),VoL 2~, No. l,at 29-=8; Cuellar, A. E. and P. J. Gertler, 
"Strategic integration of hospitals and physicians," Jourrral ofHealt7~ Ecn~romics, (2006), Vol. 25, No. 1, 
af 1-28; Daf~y, L., M. Duggan and S. Ramanarayanan "Paying a Premium on your Prcmium? 
Consolidation in the U.S. Health lnsurance Industry,' NBGR Working Paper Series, National Bureau of 
Economic Researcl~, 2009; McCarthy, K. H. and A. M. Zuckemian, "Realizing the full financial benefits 
of vuc integration." Hcalth Fii~ance Management, (2010), Vol. 64, No.l ], at 78-82, R4, 86. 
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from insufficient competitive alt'ernatives or significanCly lessenimg of competitive constraints on 

the merged firni, and the ability of the merged firm post-merger to exercise market power, for 

example, by extracting supracompetitive premiums from consumers or imposing below 

competitive reimbursements on providers. The application of principles of product and 

geographic market definition aid in assessing the relevant competitive altematives and are 

supplemented typically with more dynamic analyses that con=ider, amona other factors, the 

ability of rivals readily to enter or expand. 

Several academic studies and merger cases involve assessment of insurer market power. 

Academic studies include empirical studies that examine competitive conditions in health 

insurance; concluding for example, that some markets are characterized by high concentration, 

dominant insurers, and limited ability of competitors to enter or expand, and tltat these conditions 

are related empirically to the ability of certain insurers to achie~e higher premiums than would 

otherwise exist if the market were competitive. Insurer marke power has been a concern in 

mergers of i~~surers, where indicia of concern were that tl~e combined firms had large share, the 

merger took place in local markets with few competitive alternauves, and where there appeared 

to be limited prospects for effective entry and expansion. These cases have tended to focus on 

monopsony power as the theory of competitive harm. For example, the DOJ Antitrust Division 

has undertakeu several enforccment actions in the health insurance industry challen~in~ mergers 

and acquisitions involviug allegedly dominant insurers in highly ~oncentrated insurance markets 

or challenging specific contracting practices. 

The DOJ in its press rclease concerninL the proposed Highmark-WPAHS affiliation noted tltat 

tl~e WPA marketplacc is highly covicentrated, with Highmark with high and stable shares and 

UPMC having a"similar degree of market power," ai~d noted recent cl~angcs pre-affiliation and 

changes from investments in/affiliation with WPAHS that potentially could inerease competition 

in the insurance (and l~ospita]) markets in WPA. 

As set out earlier in this report, I assess thcsc pre-Affiliation uiarket conditions and their 

competitive significance, and also conclude that Highmark has hi~h and stable sliares, with rivals 

other tlian UPMC Health Plan tending to have lower shares with limited historical changes, and 

that several market-speeific factors unique to WPA substantially affect compeTitive conditions. 

As 1 diseussed in Section III.A, the healthcare insurance market in WPA has indicia of market 
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conditions that raise potential covicems about market power. Historically, Highmark has had 

some competitive advantage over its insurer rivals from a l0-year low reimbursement rate 

contract with UPMC (along with a low reimbursement rate contract with WPAHS). This has 

provided the means for it profitably to offer lower rates and in-network access to the two largest 

systems in WPA, along with local community hospitals, and to build extensive and relatively 

stable memUership and enrollment in its plans. These competing network configurations 

provided a competitive advantage to Highmark because it was the only major insurer offering 

access to both the WPAHS and UPMC system at relatively low reimbursement rates. 

As pad of an intemal WPAHS Co1laUorative Design Process ("CDP"), WPAHS detemiined that 

an affiliation could potentially tum WPAHS and Highmark's individual strengths into a 

sustainable competitive advantage. The CDP Presentation stated, "UPMC [Health Plan] will be 

limited in its ability to respond to x low-cost, defi~~ed network product." Specifically, the GDP 

presentation noted that if UPMC Health Plan werc to match Highmark's reduced Defined 

Network premiums, UPMC's reimbursements would decline. If it did not match these reduced 

Defined Network premiums, then UPMC's market share losses would be significant. Either way, 

according to the presentation, UPMC would be vulnerable to loss of volume or a decline in 

reimbursements, which would provide a sustainable market ad4antage for WPAHS/Highmark. 

Such effects could well be pro-competitive if the benefits of the competition between UPMC 

Health Plan and Highmark accrue to consumers in the forni of reduced premiums or improved 

access and quality. Whether the competitive pressure to do so is sufficient and sustained 

depends, in part, on whedier other rival insurers have the ability to serve as key competitive 

constraints. 

Dr. Hanis concludes that the existence of significant competitors in inconsistent with Ilighmark 

or WPAHS market power iu the markets in which each comPetes. Takine this as a pre-requisite 

for there to be anticompetitive hann from a vertical transaction, Dr. Harris concludes this 

transaction is unlikely to result in anticompetitive hann to consumers. Dr. Harris's assessment of 

Highmark's market power relies in part on his interpretation and meaning of Highmark's high 

and stable share of commercially insured enrollees, and the si~nificance of competitors. Dr. 

Harris opines that Highmark's high share could be due to superior product and capability and 

tha[ theoretically rivals could readily expand or enter to discipline Highmark. 
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Dr. Harris also uses Medical Loss Ratios ("MLRs") to assess Highinark's market power at tl~e 

insurance level. He presents measures of MLRs for Highmark and its rivals, and concludes that 

Highmark's are sufficiently high to be inconsistent with market power. While I concur generally 

with Dr. Harris's observa[ion that low MLRs may be consistent with higher profits and market 

power, "higher" MLRs do not necessarily reject a conclusion of market power, nor is a low MLR 

itself sufficient to demonstrate market power. In and of themselves, MLRs do not convey 

whether rivals have sufficiently close and competitively priced alternatives to discipline pricing, 

and whether market conditions enable them practically to use these products to provide a reliable 

constraint on pricing and competitive conduct. 

While the presence of competitors is important, the competitive effects analysis should take into 

accotmt their competitive significance in the specific marketplace. Other than UPMC Health 

Plan, rival insurers have relatively low shares: Highmark's win-loss data including rccent win- 

loss data fail to support large losses to these rival insurers, although these data do not show the 

prices at which Highmark retained the business or other comp~titive terms and conditions. In 

particular, I note that rival insurers have had limited competiti~-e success against Highmark, as 

evidenced by dianges in shares or win-loss record, when their networks were narrower — e.g., 

did not include UPMC but did include thc majority of other hospitals and WPAHS -- and they 

were competing against a broad Highmark network with both UPMC and WPAHS. 

With recenHy negotiated member access to UPMC, these rival insurers can and are now offering 

a broader in-network portfolio of hospitals more comparable to that of Highmark. Based on my 

review of the record evidence, I view that competitive pressure on Higlunark increased with rival 

insurers' ncw contracts with UPMC, and their ability to offer broader networks inclusive (now) 

of UPMC, as well as WPAHS and other hospitals. Rivals appear to be more robust competitors 

in their ability to attract enrollees and share from Highmark with these broader networks as 

compared to prior offerings without UPMC, whicl~ were more limited than Highmark's. 

In evaluating potential changes to competitive constraints and competition post-Affiliation, I 

therefore examined information on the impact on rival insurers' competitive vigor and pressure 

on Highmark and on competition were they post-Affiliation to risk losing WPAHS in their (new) 

broader networks — and the incentives that this i~~ay create. I examine this taking into 

consideration rivals' abiliry to shift patients from WPAHS to IJFMC for coinparable scrvices. I 
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considered the evidence of tlicir competitivcness and constraint cm Higlimark wiCh rival networks 

that had narrower networks — e.g., WPAHS (and other community hospitals) -- when Highmark 

had both UPMC and WPAHS. I took into consideration market conditions as well as Dr. Harris 

analyses of mazket power and assessment of networks. 

Dr. Hams concludes that UPMC is a close alternative for WPAHS and that if confronted with 

anticompetitive price inereases at WPAHS (or other hospitals), rival insurers could readily shift 

patients to UPMC presumably at prices that would not alter substantially their pricing of 

products and still enable diem to attract enrollees from Highmark. While this takes into 

consideration the substitutability of services at UPMC and WPAHS, it does not necessarily 

address whether the availability of UPMC (and other hospitals) as an altemative to WPAHS is 

sufficient to demonstrate that rival insurers would to be able to offer a competitively priced 

network of sufticient quality relative to their pre-Affiliation broad networks and sustain 

enrollment or affecting significantly dieir competiliveness againsc a Highmark broader network. 

My assessment was informed by Dr. Harris' analysis of provider networks. In considering the 

l~ypothesis that Highmark has market power, the Harris Amcnded RepoR finds tl~at even if 

Highmark's share is indicative of market power, an attempt by Highmark to foreclose providers 

from its networks would likely reduce its healthcare insurance share. This would occur, 

according to Dr. Harris, because employers often renew annually, and they may switch health 

p]ans if they are not satisfied with quality, network or pricing. A significant change in its 

provider network compared with that of its rivals, according to Dr. Harris, would affect 

Highmark's ability to compete against ofher insurers. Thus, the Harris Amended Report contends 

that if Highmark attempts to foreclose many providers from its networks, it would hann the 

quality of its plans aud risk losing enrollees. 

Syrrunetrically, it would seem that substantial clianges ro quality, network, and pricing of rival 

insurers' networks from pre-Affiliation networks could also risk losses by rivals to Highmark 

and potentially significantly affect their (recentfy increased) coiupetitiveness against Highmark 

which derives sigttificantly from now offering comparable ~~etwork scope. Were changes in their 

network quality, pricing or other attributes be realized to be diminished pressure on Highmark 

this could implicate Highmark's/WPAHS incentives with regard :o contracting at WPAHS post- 

Affiliation. 
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Given relatively low historic losses to rival insurcrs when they _1ad narrower networks (without 

UPMC) aud the likely incentives of rivals to keep both WPAHS and UPMC in their current in- 

network offerings, I attempted to test further whether rival insurers credibly could turn to other 

alternatives, respond to any potential adverse conduct, and shift substautial and sufficient 

volumes as Dr. Hams claims. Several factots suggest tl~at their incentives and practical ability 

may be constrained. As noted above, rival insurers have used WPAHS as an important system to 

include in their networks in competition with Highmark and UPMC Health Plan. According to 

interviews and other infomiation, WPAHS is an important altemative to UPMC, particularly for 

tertiary and quatemary services, but also for primary and secondary acute care liospital services, 

and is perceived to be a lower cost alternative. In-network access to WPAHS provides rival 

insurers a point of differentiation against the UPMC Health Plan (wliich does not have WPAHS 

in its provider network) and is parf of a broad network offering now with UPMC. Insurers may 

now be less willing or able to lose in-network access to WPAHS and, if this were to occur, could 

be competitively disadvantaged against Highmark because Higlimark includes WPAHS in its 

provider network. 

Competing rivals' ability to expand at lower cost depends on tlicir ability to develop innovaCive 

products (e.g., health plans) usin~ lower cost hospitals in greater propoitions and to obtain the 

benefits therefrom. This ability already appears constrained in this particular marketplace by 

cunent contractual provisions with UPMC which could be exacerbaled were Highmark/[JPE to 

impose similar restrictions on WPAHS contracts or if Highmark were to obtain and respond to 

competitively sensitive infonnation on rivals' plans for innovative products such that their ability 

to capture share in the marketplace is limited. 

The WPA healYh insurance marketplacc has been largely stable with no significant share shifts, 

and no evidence of significant inroads made into Highmark by rival insurers othcr than UPMC 

Health Plan. With Highmark's relatively stable market share, thc presence of contractual 

impcdiments to easy entry and expansion by rival insurers against Highmark (even if not 

imposed by Highmark), and the other factors discussed above, I cannot reject the likelihood that 

Highmark has ~narket power or the prospect that Hightnark/WPAHS have cl~anged incentives 

post-Affiliation. 
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2. 	ABILITY AND INCENTIVE TO ENGAGE IN FORECLOSURE OR 
RELATED VERTICAL CONTRACTING CONDUCT 

According to standard economic theory, a vertically inte~'ated finn faces a different profit 

maximization problem tl~an two vertically related fim~s that are not integrated. Before vertically 

integrating, the upstream and downstream firms maximize profits independently and thus do not 

take into account how pricing, output and other competitively sigilificant decisions at one level 

affect those same sorts of decisions and ultimately profits at the other level. In contrast, after 

vertically integrating tl~e combined upstream and downstream firms internalize each other's 

profit streams and joindy maximize profits. Joint profit maximization may alter the incentives of 

the combined fim~ and may change pricing and other important decisions, as well as profits 

compared to profits eamed by the two firms operating independently. 153  Vertical transactions 

may raise the competitive concem that the transaction changes the incentives and may enhance 

the abiliry of the merged finn to limit the ability of competitors to discipline anticompetitive 

effects, such as an output restriction and inercased prices. ~ 5~ An important inquiry is whether this 

Transaction alters the merged firni's incentives to engage in anticompetitive behavior and has the 

necessary mechanisms significantly to disadvantage rivals to that end which did not exist prior to 

the Transaction, and thereby significantly affect competition. I note that the Transaction may 

also provide pro-competitive benefits, and here I am addressing specifically whether there is a 

cliange that implicates a potential for anticompetitive effects. 

Dr. Harris recognizes tl~at a vertically integrated IIrm may have the incentive to cngage in acts 

that benefit the integrated firni at the expense of rivals, ineludino anticompetitive price increases. 

He sunnises that when a finn considers a price increase, it "considers whether at a higher price it 

will reYain enougl~ sales such that the price increase will be profitable or whethcr it will lose so 

"' See, cg., Hart, O. and J. Tirole, "Venical lntegration and Market Foreclosure;' Brookings Papers: 
Microeconomics, (1990), 205-286 at 223-224. 
"' Botti, M. J. "Observations on and from the Antitrust Division's Buyer-Sidc Cases: How Can "Lower" 
Prices Violate Antitrust La~;~s?" 2007: Ciliberto, F. and D. Dranove ,"The effect of physician-hospital 
affiliations on hospital priccs in California;' Journol ofHeallh Ero~~o~rucs, (2006) Vol. 25, No. l,at 29- 
38; Cuellar, A. E. and P. J. Gertler, "Strategic integration of hospitals and pl~ysicians." Jom•nal qf Heahh 
Economics, (2006), Vol. 25, No. I, at I-28; Gaynor, M., Is ~rertical integration anticompetitive?: 
Definitcly maybe (but thaPs not final). Joi+rizal qf Healdi Ecui~omics, (?006), Vol. 25 No. 1, at 175-180; 
Huckman, R. S., °Hospital inte~+ration and vertical consolidation: a~ analysis of acquisitions in Ncw York 
Statc," Joim~inl of Henllh F.cavomics, (2006), Vol. 25, No. I, at 58-50; Moriya, A. S., W. B. Vo~t and M. 
Gaynor, "Hospital prices and market stnicture in the hospital and insurance indusfiies," Heallh Eco~a 
Policr- LoN~, (2010), Vol. 5, No. 4, at 459-479. 
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many sales such that the price ii~crease will be unprofitable. Similarly, a finn must consider the 

benefits and costs of attempting a strategy to foreclose its competitors, including whether to 

attempt to raise rivals' costs."j55 

In ai~alyzing impact on consumers and competition, Dr. Hams addresses the incentives for 

WPAHS to contract with other health insurers ufter the proposed change of conri'ol occurs and 

whether foreclosure of competition or competitors may take place in any of the markets 

identified in the Harris Report.~'~' He concludes that WPAHS will continue to have the same 

incentive to negotiate with other health insurers, in addition to Hi~hmark. Dr. Harris further 

asserts that the incentives of WPAHS and Highmark x~rl! ~~ot cl~arrge irith Ihe affiliatio~a. 

Specifically, the Harris Report concludes that WPAHS will "a~ntinue to negotiate with other 

l~ealtli insurers and to participate in these health insurers' provider nctworks. v157  Dr. Hanis bases 

this conclusion on tlie need for WPAHS to fill its underutilizec beds, arguing that i~egotiatiug 

with other health insurers will continue to be financially desirable to WPAHS as long as tliese 

health insurers can supply inpatients to fill WPAHS's bed capacity. In addition, Dr. Harris 

indicates that WPAHS obtains relatively high variable contribution margins on these hospital 

patients. Further, Dr. Hanis reports that Highmark "plans to negotiate with providers other than 

WPAHS in order to compete effectively with other health insurers and to continue its efforts to 

reduce costs and improve quality of care for its health plan enrollees."" N  WPAHS incentives as 

an independent firm to negotiate with Highmark's rivals ror inclusion in their broad networks 

and for partnering with rivals to develop innovative products that are directly competitive witl~ 

those of Highmark, however, may differ from diose of WPAHS when it is aligned ~a~ith 

Highmark. While an independent WPAHS was dependent on revenucs from rival insurers (from 

patient volumes), post-affiliation WPAHS is integrated with Higlimark, which can implicate 

additional revenue streams or funding, as well as changed incentives such as From evaluating the 

profits of the cotnbined entity from pricina and contracting. 

~" Hams Amended Supplcment ; at ¶ 7. Dc Harris notes thal the protitability of incremental sales is 
dircctly related to a firn~'s variable contribution margin (defined as the differcnce between a firm's price 
and avcrage variable cost as a perccntagc of its price). 
~'~ Highmark Response to PID Infomiatioi~ Request 41J, Amendee Supplement 3 Harris Amended 
Report at T I . 
~" Harris Amendcd Suprlement 3 at ~~ 6. 
"" Harris Amcnded Supplement 3¶ 6. 
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Dr. Harris perfomis an analysis of the economic risks to the integrated entity if WPAHS evere to 

negotiate higher reimbursement rates with competing health insurers, or fore~o reimbursement 

a~reements bern°een WPAHS and other competing health plans altoeethcr. Dc Harris' analysis 

be~ins by estimating that the variable contribution margin for WPAHS eyualed - in 'Ol l.~'~ 

He then discusses Higl~mark's medical loss ratio ("MLR") noting, for example, that Higlimark's 

eommercial MLR ranged from ~ to ~ from 2008 to 2011. 1G0  Tlte Harris Rep~rt notes 

that these hiah medical-loss ratio~ indicate Iliglunark's margins ou additional health plao 

enrollzes are small when compared ~vitli the variable contribution margins associated with lost 

inpatients at WPAHS.~~~ Dr. Harris proceeds to estimate the amuial margins "at risk" to Che 

inte~ated entity if WPAHS were to inerease reimbursemznt rates or declii~e to negotiate with 

healdi insurers other than Highmark — He estimates that - million in margins would be at 

risk. ~`'- To offset the estimated amount at risk, Dr. Harri; indicatz, tl~~n gicen a margin of _ 

on Hielunark enrollees and annual premium revenue of rouehly~ per conunercial enrollee, 

141,177 new conlmercial enrollees would be required as on offset He concludes that ainount of 

switchin~ is unlikely, as discussed fur[her belo«~. ~~" 

Based on this analysis of Highmark's MLRs and WPAHS's ~-ariable contribution margin, Dr. 

Harris coneludes that if WPAHS attempted to increase reimburscment rates, it risks losing 

siytificant margins on patients who will no longer be treated at its hospitals. Dr. Harris asserts 

that it is unlikely that these margin losses will be offse[ by enrollment :ains for Highmark 

because the other insurers have alternatives to WPAHS, presumably UPMC and community 

hospitals, and enrollees have alternatives to Highmark, presumably UPMC and national insurer 

~° In F1' 20] 1. WPAHS', actual ~ariable costs were approximately - million, includine salaries. 
bene6t,. :upplic~. punhased services and otl~er costs that were detcmiined to car~ ~vith patient ~olume. 
\tiPAIISb total hospital paymen[s, for inpatient and outpatient szr~iees combined, wcrc approximately 
— in F~' 20ll. Thus, the Harris Report calcidates thac die ~ariable contributioi~ margin for 
~'~~PAHS, ba~ed on its total patient revenues in 201I and its estimates of variable cos[s, is approximarely 
-. Harri; ,4mended Supplemznt ; ~i < <~. 
10 °  Accordina to [he Hai7is Amendcd tiupplem~nt 3. tor Hiehmark'~ ~4'P:1 service area, each year 2008 
through ?011, its commercial medical-le "  r.uiu~ nm_~ ti~om ~ to ~, and its Medicare Advantage 
medical-loss ratios ranse from ~ iu ~ alihou~h l noce that the medical loss ratio vaiies 
directfonally by year. See Harris ~Am:n~led Sup~,l~meni 3,u'~ 11 and Table l. 
161 Harns Amended Supple~uem .? at', I'_. 
'~' Ha~ris Amended Supplement 3 at ~~I 12. 
~~- Harris Amended Supplement 3 at ¶ I2. 
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health plans.~~' This leads Dr. Harris to concludc, "WPAHS does i~ot ha~c the ability to raise 

rivals' costs in a way tliat potentially can hami competition or to foreclose these health insurers 

from any health insurance market."~~s 

Dr. Hams' profitability analysis relies on a number of assumptions. It assumes that the MLR is 

an appropriate measure of Highmark's variable contribution margin or that the MLR estimates 

are sufficiently refined such that one could appropriately draw relevant inferences from 

differences between Highmark's MLR and WPAHS's variable contribution margin. It also 

depends on the assumptio ❑ that there would be limitcd expected diversion from rivals to 

Highmark, which according to Dr. Harris, "...it is not likely that an attempted increase in 

reimbursement rates at WPAHS (or refusal to negotiate) would result in a si~nificant shift in 

health plan enrolLncnt away from these other l~ealth insurers to Ijighinark." 166  Tl~ese 

assumptions could materially affect the overall assessment o£ profitability of price increases 

because they may cause overstatemcnt of profit losses at W'PAHS and understatement of 

inereased profits at Highmark. 

Additionally, Dr. Harris focuses on the total amount °at risk" from a potential price increase or 

failure to negotiate. However, a potential price increase impose~ by WPAHS on health insurers 

other than Highmark would not necessarily put all of the $70.5 million in margin at risk. 

Depending on the relevant underlying price elasticity of demand, only a fraction of commercial 

patients may shift from WPAHS to another provider wl~en faced with, for example, an increase 

in premiums or co-payments, thereby implying that only some traction of the $70.~ million in 

margins would be at risk. Moreover, Dc Harris has apparently not taken into account that any 

diversions to Highmark would also result in "recapture" of some of the lost WPAHS margins. In 

'~'' Harris Amended Supplement 3 at ¶ 14. This appears to assume that in this particular markctplacc with 
its market conditions that there is no competitively significant impac[ on the yuality or other network 
attributes of rival insurcrs from dropping WPAHS fiom thcir networks and instcad attempting to shifr 
volumes to UPMC or othcr hospitals. 
10J Harris Amended Supplement 3 at ¶ 15. See also Harris Amended Supplement 3 at ¶ 16 (`Because 
WPAHS cannot substantially impact the costs of tl~ese other I~zalth insurers, these othen c~alth insurers 
likely would not have to inerease premiwns if WPAHS attempted to increase reimbursement rates. 
Gonsequently, Highmark is ~~ot likcly to experiencc substantial enrollment gains if UPE attempted to raisc 
rivals' costs through WPAHS (or WPAHS mfused to negoCiate)).° As 1 discuss later, l test d~is assumption 
using an alternative methodolo~ry. 
~~6  Harris Amended Supplement 3 at ¶ 16. 
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addition, Dr. Harris has not provided any scnsitivity tests around how varying these underlying 

assumptions might affact his conclusions. 

In my examination of whether the merged entity would have changed incentives from pre- 

Affiliation, I also focus on whether the expected gains to Highmark on the insurance side 

outwcigh d~e potential losses on the provider side, and whether WPAHS's incentives change. I 

agree with Dr. Harris that this is an appropriate approach to evsluating relative profitability. If 

the merged entity were effectively to restrict the access of other insurance competitors Co 

WPAHS, or alter substantially its priciug, rivals and some of their metnbcrs would likely suffer 

harm and competitive constraint could be si~nifieantly weakened. All competing insurers 

currently (except for UPMC) pre-Affiliation have all five WPAHS hospitals as in-network 

providers, and historically have relied on WPAHS especially for tertiary care prior to their 

contracts witl~ UPMC. Furthennore, the WPAHS admissions data indicate tl~at a substantial 

number oFrivals' enrollees have been admitted to the WPAHS hcspitals. 

As discussed below, I conducted a more extensive analysis than Dr. Harris' analysis to evaluate 

whether there is a plausible basis to conclude that incentives change with the proposed affiliation 

and thus potentially change behavior relative Yo the behavior of the two entities operating 

independently. The empirical methodology described below is a common cconomic approach for 

investigating the impact of a vertical transaction or restraint on the incentives of tl~e involved 

parties, and relies on key data inputs related to, for example, measures of profits and diversion 

rates, such as I incorporatc into my profitability analysis. ~~~ One can use this methodology to 

examine hypothetical pricc increases of various ma~nihides at WPAHS post-transaction to 

1 °' Bakcr, Jonathan, "Comcast/NBCU: The FCC Provides a Roadmap for Vertical Mer~er Analysis," 
Antitrust, Vol. 25. No. 2, Spring 2011at p. 39-~0. Thc relevant literature articulates these same variables. 
A recent artide discussing vertical mergers statcs for examplz: "The incentive of the merged firn~ to 
eneage in foreclosure depends on the profitability of sucli a strate~~... ihe margins on the upstrcam and 
on tl~e downstream market are two of the wost important facrors...Mother critical concein is thc cxtent to 
~vhich the merged fim~ can capturc the demand diverted away from foreclosed ri~als." Petrasincu, Alex, 
"The Treatmcnt of Vertical and Con~lomcrate Mer~ers in the Europcan Union—Thc European 
Cotrunission's New Guidelines on the Assessmcnt of Non-Horizontal Vler~ers;' Georgetown Joumal of 
International Law, Vol. 40, 2009 at 669-690. 
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evaluate whether the combined entity lias diffi;r~nt incentives from the hmo finns operating 

independently pre-transaction. ~~'~ 

Specifically, I perfonned an empirical zxamination of the profitability to an inteerated 

Highmark-WPAHS of a hypothesized price increase to rival national insurers. hi this analysis, I 

provide more explicit and dztailed modelind and sensitivity testing than the analysis performed 

by Dr. Harris and reflected in his Amended Supplement 3. Moreover, I consider a variety of 

factors, as described in more detail below, in my assessment of whether the combuied entity's 

incentives would be different with the vertica] arrangement. 

A hypothesized WPAHS price inerease to national insurers would likely have a direct effect o~~ 

WPAHS's aduiissions, revenues, and profits, and an indirect effect on Highmark's enrollment, 

revenues, and profits: 

• First, WPAHS woidd likely lose a number of admissions from national insurers assumin~ 
natioi~al insurers wo~ld pass through the price increase to enrollees, e.g., in the fonn of 
hi;her co-pays and deductibles. 1-Iigher co-payments and deductibles would reduce 
enrolhnent and admissions to WPAHS. The decrease in admissions translates into a 
decrease in profits at WPAHS. 

• Second, R'PAHS would Uenefit from higher reimbursements for admissions from 
national insurers that remain a[ WPAHS. 

• Third, Hiehmark would indirecdy benefit from die price increase because some enrollees 
~vith the national insurers would switch to Hi;hmark i ❑ order to be able to access 
WPAHS (which could be the prefened provider for ,ome enrollees) at a lower price via 
Hieh~vark. Those enrollees wlio switcl~ to Higlunark would provide Highm~rk with 
additional profits on the insurance side of the UPE enterprise and would allow for some 
"recapture" of lost WPAHS admissions and profits. 

Below, I list the main assumptions and inputs underlying my empirical analysis of the 

profitability of an increase in WPAHS reimbursement rates to national insurers. 

• Percentase increase in the WPAHS reimbursement rare for national insurers: for purposes 
of the hypothetical, [ assume a]0 to 30 percent increase in reimbursecuent rates for 
WPAHS szrvices provided to national insurers operatin, in WPA. ~"`' 

1B '  As noted earlier, the inten~alization of profits across the nio Ie~els of die industry can chanee 
incenti~es, since substantially increased profits at one le~el can offset lost profits at another levzl 
depending on the effects of price increases ai~d tl~e arailabiliry of alternati~ es at zach le~ el. 
~~ 9  Fur example, in analysis perfom~ed by Gra~t Thornton on behaif of Highmark. it i. :usumed that 
Hi~hmark's and other commercial insurers' mimbursemen[ ratzs would increasc — and ~. 
respectivcl~~. in F1' 2014. See "WPAHS — No AfFiliatioi~ Updat~e. October 3, ZO12.° CPGIIU~~ 113-;0 st 
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• O~a~n price elasticity of demand: I calculate the own price elasticity of denland (reflecting 
the sensitivity of WPAHS admissions to chan«es ii~ mimbursement rates) as one di~ided 
by the variable margin for WPAHS. ~'0 

• Highmark's variable cootribution marRin: t consider two measures of Highmark's 
variaUle contribution marein: (1) tl~e variable margin implied by Hightnark's A4LR for 
commercial enrollees in 2011 (this is the one Dr. Harris uses), and (2) Higl~mark's 
oPerating margin in 2012, ~vhich is significantly lower than the margin according to the 
MLR. ~' ~ 

• WPAHS's variable contribution margin: 1 employ the same estimate as the one used by 
Dr. Harris. ~ ` 

• Percentage of lost WPAHS admissions that switch to ai~other health insurance company: 
I consider a wide range of potential switchine rates and note that some amo~mt of 
switching is plausible given that some patientsleurollees prefer WPAHS (by revealed 
preference) and might switch to Hi~hmark as a means of accessing WPAHS at a lower 
cost. 

In Appendix V, I desaribe all of die ii~puts and tl~e mechanics of the empirical analysis in more 

detail for reference. 

In this analysis, I operationalize an economic framework to evaluate the potential oains ai~d 

losses in zconomic profits (approximated by estimates of variable mv'gins) to WPAHS and 

Higlunark from the combi~ed entity's dieoretical attempt to increase WPAHS reimbursement 

rates to the national insurers by 10 to 30 percent. Table 1 i provides a summary of this analysis 

regarding whether it would be profitable to increase WPAHS reimburseinent rates to national 

UPE-002241~. An increase in reimbursement rates raneine from ]0 to 30 percent is a plausiblc range of 
values and includes increaszs at the higher end caisisrent with a substantial inerease relarive to changes in 
the recznt past. 
10 Estimating the price elasticiry in this fashion is common in ec000mic modeling (see, e.g., Carlton, 
Dennis W. and Jeffrey M. Perloff, Modern ln~lusrrin/ Orgmrizution, 3rd ed., I3oston: Pearson/Addisov- 
Wesley, (1999) at 91-92). For example, a 55°% ~-ariable contribution margin implies an elasticity of-L82_ 
This elasticity estimate is consistent with tl~e economics literature which ivcludes estimates of thz own 
price elasticity of demand in the elastic portion of the demand curve (See. e.g., Gruber, J. and J. Poterba, 
"Tax [ncenti~es and the Decision to Purchase Healtl~ Insurance: E~idence from die Self-Employed." The 
Ouarlerli~ Journal oj Ecoiao~~tics, Aueust, 1994, which concludes that a I°i~ increase in the cost of 
insurance coverace reduczs the probability tUat a self-emploced ~ingle peron will be insured by 1.8%.). 
We also increase the estimated price elasticiry (in absolute calue) br 0.5 and 1 as sznsitivity tests aod also 
[o account for the price elasticity of inpatient health care ser~~ices at WP.4HS accessed through national 
insurers being more price elastic because of other options at the insurer level. 
~'' See Hanis Amended Supplement 3 at ¶t~ 10-12 and Addendum No 4 to Amendment No 2 to 
Confidential Supplement Subuvtted with Fonn A at p. 2(shoµing Hi~hmark's financial results). 
"' See Harris Amended Supplement 3¶ 6. 
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insurers by 10 to 30 perceut after consummatine the proposed affiliation. The top panel outlines 

estimated net UPE proYits of the combined e~~tity, while the second and third panels show 

estimated profits specifically for WPAHS and Hi~hmark (which sum to net UPE profits shown 

in the top panel). Li eaclt cell, d1e first ai~d second mimbers correspond to the estimated profits 

assuming a 10% and 30% increase in reimbursement rates, respectively. The lable also pro~ ides 

ranRes for ihree important variables: a) the own price elasticity (ranging ti~om ~ to ~ in 

absolutz ~ alue); b) estimate of Higllmark's variable contribution mar,*in (rangin~ fiom - to 

_): and c) percentage of lost WPAHS admissions that switch to another health insm~ance 

company (ranging from ~0% to 100%). 

Table l5 

Ran~e of E stiu~ teJ Net UPE Pi ~fits 1'~fellvl f fi uin a Hypotli Wicai '10 ?~ to 30°t• luciease iu Rein~~w seuwut R ~ta.s 
to N ~tion Y lusm ei s Isum of V4PAHS a~d Hi~~hma k pi ofils liste~l belo~~'1 

Tl~e re;ulrs of this profitability test i~~dicate a wide range in estimated net protits for UPE. 

ranging from —513 million to +$?7 »>~Llion. The results reflect the importance of ai~d sznsiti~~ity 

to the underlying assiunptions, including the assumed increase in tl~e reimbursement rate to 

1~PAHS, price elasticity, variable mar_ins, and percentage of enrollees shifting from national 

insurers to another health insurance company. In many scenarios, protits increase for the 
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affiliated entity, altl~ou~h thcre are some in which profits decrcase. These findiilgs lead me to 

rcject the conclusion rcached by Dr. Hanis that WPAHS would have the same incentives pre- 

and post-Affiliation under a plausible range of assumptions and supporting facts."' I note that 

while my analyses bear some similarity to that wnducted by Dr. Harris, his analysis did not 

implement or assess critical assumptions about the likelihood that Higlunark could capture 

substantial profits at the insurer level even if WPAHS were to lose considerable revenues. 

3. 	COb'IPETITIVE CONCERNS RELATED TO COMPETITIVELY 
SENSITIVE INFORMATION AND CONTRACTING PROVISIONS 

Providers and insurcrs routinely contract with each other to create networks of in-market 

providcrs from which employers and consumers can choose. The tcrms and conditions of 

contracts are constrained by the competitive alternatives that each party has for tl~e other. 

Competitive issues about contracting practices between insurers and providers arise where there 

is the prospect that competition is substantially at either or both of the insurer or hospital level. 

These include circumstances involving dotninant insurers ar.d/or dominant providers, and 

contracts between them that have the effect of inhibiting entry or expansion by competitors or 

enabling firtns to extract supracompetitive rates due to thc insufficiency of competitive 

altematives for consumers (or insurers). 

This vertical affiliation raises the potential concem that Highmark would be able to en~age in 

practices that have the potential competitively to disadvantag~ its rivals and thereby affect 

competition. The mechanisms include, but are iiot limited `o (I) disclosure of a rival's 

competitively sensitive infonnation obfained at one level of competition and passed uPstream or 

downstream to the rival's competitor (Highmark or WPAHS), and (2) control over contracting 

and the potential to include contracting provisions that would tend to disadvantage the merged 

firm's rivals. I evaluate each of these here and specifically address the types of contracting 

~'' As notcd above, a number of conditions are required for a vertical memcr or arra~~gement to have 
a~~ticompetitive effects. My analysis here suggcsts a plausible basis frn the possibility that the affiliated 
entiry would l~ave an incenlive to increase reimbursement rates at WPAHS for nationa] insurers that dif'fer 
from those of WPAHS as an indepcndent hospital because of the intemalization of profits at both 
WPAHS and Highmark. This conclusion, by itself, docs not indicate whether the affiliated eotity would 
engage in this behavior, ai~d if it did, whetl~er it would be anticompetitice. 
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provisions that raise concems and that have been identified as concems in this matter in public 

comments or interviews. 

Competitively sensitive infonnation: The economic incentive to compete and itmovate depends 

on the ability to keep competitively sensitive materials confidential and to develop new plans 

fully before launch. For example, the economic literature notcs: 

... [C]oncems about the integrated supplier's reliability [e.~., the risk that 
sensitive infonnation transmitted to the inYCgratcd supplier would be exploited by 
its downstream subsidiary] confer market power to the ather suppliers, forcing 
downstream rivals to share tlie benefits of their investments with the remaining 
suppliers, thereby discouraging their efforts. 

With a vertical transaction, avoiding the exchange of competitively sensitive infonnation is 

paramount, particularly in a healthcare marketplace such as WPA where there are a limited 

number of competitors and where product development by rival insurers can involves active 

participation by hospitals. The absence of effective firewalls and other protections of information 

typically provided in contracting with WPAHS could limit the incentive and ability of insurers to 

contract or to innovate with new insurance plans or networks for fear that competitively-sensitive 

infomiation would be passed on by WPAHS to Highmark post-APfiliation. 

I note that the competitive effects analysis reflected in Dr. Harrs's analysis does not take into 

considcration the effects of potential disdosure of highly confidential price or non-price tenns of 

rivals' offerings or products and tl~eir ability to gaii~ therefrom. The Harris Amended Report did 

not address the vertical incentive issues with regard to maintainin~ co~lfidentiality of sensitive 

infonnation and its possible effects on competition at the upstream and downstream levels. The 

ability to obtain competitively sensitive inforniation, such as info-mation on competing insurer's 

contract rates and tenns with WPAHS by Higlunark could significandy advaulage Highmark at 

the expense of its rivals and potentially chill important inuovations. Without effeetive firewalls 

to protect competitively sensitive infonnation, the likelihood of a7ticompetitive effects from tl~is 

vertical Transaction increase significantly. 

Contracting provisions: Vertical mergers raise the prospect that the combined firm inay have 

different incentives post-merger with regard to contracts with rivals at one or both stages of 

production or distribution. Among the contracting provisions that have raised competitive 

concen~s in vertical health insurer matters are Most Favored Nation clauses ("MFNs"), 
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exclusivity provisions, and prohibitions or limitations on the ability of providers and insurers to 

offer tiered network products, and I address them hem. 

I evaluatcd the competitive implications for consumers and competition if Highmark or UPE 

were to implement contract provisions that could restrict rival's eompetitive constraint on the 

merged finn. For example, the Affiliation may change Highmark's incentives because taking 

actions that are betteficial to WPAHS, and potentially hannful to WPAHS's rivals in the 

provider marketplace, would benefit the combined entity including Highmark. WPAHS, for 

example, has the ability unilaterally to tenninate, without cause, payor contracts, with and 

without the Affiliation. Tlie Affiliation, however, changes WPAHS's incentivcs because prior to 

the Affiliation, WPAHS would stand to lose substantial patient volume by engaging in such 

behavior. Afrer the Agreement, potential losses in patient volume may be offset by gains to 

Highmazk on the insurance side of the business, which could result in incremental admissions to 

WPAHS because patie~~ts might switch to Highmark health plans as a way to access WPAHS. 

Whether the mer~ed entity will have the incentive to engage in this conduct, however, turns on 

whether the expected gains on the insurer side outweigh the potential losses on the provider side. 

Afthough this could occur widi or without the proposed Affiliation, with the Affiliation, 

Highmark directly benefits from any community hospital refiisin~ to accept contract tenns since 

some, if not all, loss of volume from Highmark-insured paticnts would likely shift to WPAHS 

hospitals. The effect ofthese kinds of contracting provisions could be a substantial lessening of 

competition or reduced development of new and cotnpetitive prcducts in the co~nmercial health 

instirance relevant market and hann to the public interest. 

Contract provisions sucl~ as MFNs and cxclusivity are studied extensively in the healthcare 

economics literature with possible adverse vertical implications as well as potential benefits. In 

a number of cases, the DOJ Antitrust Division challenged these types of contract provisions as 

eliminating or substantially reducing competition in healthcare, and in somc cases, Courts have 

determined that the facts did not support either the markei power or competitive effects tests. 

The competitive effects of MFNs and exclusiviry provisions tum on whether the hospital or 

insurer imposing the contract provision has market power and whether the actual effect in the 

market is to limit substantially the competitive constraint of rivals, or alternatively, results in pro- 

competitive discounts that redound to consumer benefits. MFNs may have procompeCitive 

purposcs and effects or may discourage or restrict provider from granting discounts to 
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competing insurers. MFNs also may create a barrier to entry or expansion by the insurer's nvals 

or may raise its rivals' costs, which could cause them to be lcss effective competitors. Absent an 

MFN clause, some insurers may offer innovative or different products, such as more restricted 

provider networks or tiered co-payments, which can be pro-competitive. Generatly, the literature 

supports the conclusion that for anticouipetitive effects to oeeur, (in the upstream, downstream, 

or both levels) firms must have market power. It is my Lmderstan•3ing that the Highmark has been 

prohibited from including MFNs in its provider contracts in the past and contiimes not to include 

such provisions in its contracts. 

The competitive effects of exclusivity provisions similarly relaTe to their rationale and impact of 

their use. For example, if exclusivity provisions were now imposed, they could facilitate 

anticompetitive effects by preventing a competitor, Highmark, or WPAHS from contracting with 

other entities that were previously not subject to such provisions. For example, if Highmark 

required WPAHS to prohibit any rival insurer seeking a contract with WPAHS from contracting 

with other competing hospitals, this could disadvantage competing insurers by limiting them to a 

narrower network relative to Highmark's network offering. Altematively, if UPE Provider Sub, 

as the controlling entity of WPAHS, negotiated provider contract rates and temis with competing 

commercial insurers that restricted the insurers' ability to offer tiered products with WPAHS in 

lower cost tiers or offering tenns and conditions that could limit the abiliry of competing insurers 

to offer innovative products that would include WPAHS hospitaLs. 

4. 	DOJ'S V1EWS ON THE COMPETITIVE EFFECTS OF THE 
AFFILIATiON 

The DOJ reviewed the affiliation aud deYerniii~ed that the agaeement "likely will not reduce 

competition in the markets for hospital, physician or health insurance services."~~~ At the time of 

the DOJ's review, the expectation was that UPMC and Highmark's contract would expire at the 

end of 2012. The Antitrust Division fowid that because Highmark does not own any hospitals 

and only a few physician practices, and WPAHS does not compete in health insurance, the 

Affiliation "will not eliminate any material l~orizontal coinpetition between the parties." 

~'' `Statement of the Department of Justice's Antitrust Division on Its Decision to Close Its lnvestigation 
of Highmark's Affiliation A~reement with West Penn Allegheny Health System, " U.S. Department of 
Justice, Antitrust Di~ision. Press Release, Apri] 10, 2012. 
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Moreover, it determined that any horizontal effects resulting from the vertical ii~tegration of the 

parties were unlikely because the Pittsburgh hospital market is liighly concentrated, witli UPMC 

as tlie dominant and only other significant hospital network in addition to WPAHS. On its own, 

WPAHS would not likely sponsor entry or expansion by other health insurers. Moreover, the 

DOJ detennined that the affiliation agreement would not reduce WPAHS's incentives to offer 

competitive rates to other insurers because its incentives are to increase patient volumes. 

Likewise, the Antitrust Division detennined that the affiliation would noC facilitate horizontal 

collusion among health plans because expansion by national insurers is occumng ~~ow in an 

attempt to undemtine Highmark's dominant market share. 15  It also recognized tl~e significant 

capital infusion that Highmark would provide to WPAHS, which would increase competition in 

WPA's health care markets by increasing "the incentives of market participants to compete 

vigorously." 

5. 	CONCLUSIONS ON THE COMPETITIVE EFFECTS OF THE 
AFFILIATION 

In its closing statement regarding this proposed Affiliation, the DOJ Antitrust Division stated, 

"[t]he Division remains mindful tliat vereical acquisitions and affiliations between healtl~ insurers 

and hospitals witlt market power can potentially reduce competition. The division will continue 

to monitor developments in the Pittsburgh health care market..." As noted by the Division, 

vertical acquisitions have the potential to harni competition under certain market conditions: a) 

Highmark possesses market power; b) WPAHS is an important part of non-integrated rivals' 

provider networks in WPA (generally and as an alternative to UPMC), and c) sufficient entry or 

expansion by non-integrated rivafs into the health insurance marketplace is difficult. Dr. Harcis 

and Highmark have not presented definitive economic evidence that refutes these three market 

conditions. 

~" As 1 understand thc DOJ's review as set out in the press rclease, it assumed that thcre would bc no 
extension of the Hi~hmark-UPMC coutract beyond 2012. Since UPMC had recently negotiated in- 
network access with these compcting nationa] iiisurers, rival insurers potentially gained a differentiated 
product compared with Highmark (a broader network offering inclusive of UPMC). For consumers 
prefcrring access to UPMC hospitals, this would likely result in more policyholders s~+-itching to rival 
national insurers from Highmark. As events developed and with intervention by die Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania, UPMC and Hi~zhmark neeotiated a new contract through December 31, 2014. 
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Based on my analysis, I cannot reject the likelihood that Highmark has market power. Post- 

Affiliation, a reasonable likeliliood exists thaf Highmark would have the incentive to exercise 

that market power to competitively disadvantage its rival insurers. As noted previously, my 

analysis takes into consideration the complex facYS of tlie WPA area, which includes a dotninant 

health system thal has imposed contract provisions and pricing to constrain rivals' ability to 

respond with innovative products. To the contrary, effective competition in the health insurance 

market would compel Highmark to pass on cost savings fi •om this transaction to consumers. 

As I stated at the outset of this section, vertical mergers are widely viewed as procompetitive and 

are likely to be efficiency enhancing and good for consuiners. Such benefits may be substantial 

and sufficient to overcome the risk of an anticompetitive effect from a vertical transaction. 

Altematively, the PID may need to take steps at the outset to miti~ate the potential for 

anticotnpetitive behavior to ensure Chat consumers will reap the substantial benefits from the 

transaction. As I discuss in detail in Sections V and VI below, this Transaction, which indudes 

Highmark's affiliation with WPAHS and the establishment of an IDN in WPA, has the potential 

to provide substantial benefits to consumers ofhealthcare services in WPA. In my view, the risks 

of anticompetitive effects from this vertical integration are addressable by imposing certain 

conditions on Highmark and tlie UPE Provider Sub that would restrict the excl~ange of 

competitively sensitive infonnation and prohibit the use of certain eontract provisioi~s that would 

restrict cotnpetition in an already fragile competitive healthcare marketplace. I discuss eonditions 

including, at the request of the PID, those proposed by other commenters in Section VII. 
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V. THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OI' HIGHMARK'S ACQUISITION OF WPAHS ON 
THE DELIVERY OF HEALTHCARE IN WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA 

Overview: Highmark asserts that it needs to acquire WPAHS, as opposed to contracting with an 

independent WPAHS and operating the IDN widiout WPAHS as its core, to align WPAHS 

incentives with Highmark's incentives to achieve high quality, ]ower cost healthcare in WPA. 

Highmark views a reinvigorated and lower cost WPAHS prov:ding competitive discipline on 

UPMC reimbursement rates. Enhancing WPAHS as a viable con;petitive alternative to UPMC is 

an important component of Highmark's IDN strategy to reduce healthcare costs for its members. 

By attracting more enrollee admissions to WPAHS and by WPAHS becoming a more effective 

competitor against UPMC, Highmark expects this strategy will lowcr the premimn rates paid by 

Highmark's enrollees below that which enrollees would have ~aid and make Highmark more 

competitive in the insurance markctplace. 

Higltmark's IDN strategy, with WPAHS as the core of its provider offerings, would potentially 

create a viable WPAHS hospital system that will incentivize providers and patients to choose 

WPAHS, presumably at lower cost and comparable qualiry for full range of scrvices, instead of 

UPMC or other hospitals. Highmark's WPAHS "diversion" strategy, incentivizing patients and 

physicians to choose WPAHS instead of UPMC, includes realigning physicians' incentives, both 

employed and affiliated, with Highmark's incentives to reinvigorate WPAHS by attracting more 

patients from other, higher cost facilities, and deliver the 1DN benefits Highmark projects. In 

addition, it incentivizes enrollees to choose WPAHS ai~d other community hospitals as lower 

cost alternatives for inpatient services compared with UPMC. 

Highmark, with the services of Grant Thomton, has projected the incremental discharge volumes 

of inpaTiet~ts it expects ro attract from UPMC to WPAHS and other lower cost hospitals and 

associated impact of these incremental discharges on WPAHS's financials. Highmark 

incorporated the effect of these WPAHS projections from th~ Affiliation on the projected 

operations and financials of Highmark, UPE, and UPE Provider Sub. All of these projections rest 

on the assumption, among many, that UPMC will be out-of-net,~ork in Higlimark's healthcare 

insurance plans afrer December 31, 2104. 

AC the request of the PID, Highmark also prepared two altemative sets of projections based on 

the altemative assumption that (1) UPMC will be an in-network participating provider in 
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Highmark's health plans, ac~d (2) WPAHS will only gencratc ha:f of the incremental discharges 

projected by Grant Thornton. I present the results of these three scenarios graphically in Figure 1 

below. 

Figure 1 ~REDACTED] 

~ 	 Actual and Projected WPAHS Discharges 
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As shown in this graphic, the projected discharges at W PAHS vary considerably—the Base Case 

with UPMC out-of-network ending up well above recent historical levels of WPAHS discharges; 

the UPMC in-netwark scenario which ends up somewhat above tzistorical levels; and the 50% of 

base case discharges which ends up about in the mid-range of recent historical discharge levels. 

I note two important factors affectina all three scenarios: (1) the FittsUurgh area has experienced 

a steady downward trend in inpatient discharges and (2) Hiehmark assumes that under each 

scenario, including UPMC in-network, it will not be contractually restricted from offering 

consumer choice initiatives to incentivize patients to obtain inpatient hospital services at lower 

cost facilities. The first factor acts as a constraint on increasina dischar~es at WPAHS in that 
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these incremental discharges must originate not by relyin, on gainin~ some share of increased 

demand for hospital services, but by convincin~ patients, and thcir referring physicians, that 

would have sou;ht inpatient services at higher cost facilities, such as UPMC, to switch to the 

lower cost WPAHS. Tlie second factor primarily affects tl~e credibiliry of the iTPMC in-network 

scenario because it assumes Highmark would be able to negotiate a contract witlt UPMC that 

does not prohibit consumer choice initiatives, e.g., tiering and steering—a prohibition that 

UPMC has sought and negotiated in its contracts with Higlimark and other managed care 

insurers. Without the ability to offcr such consumer clioice inivative products, it appears that 

Highmark has liinited means to attract patients to WPAHS without violating its contract with 

UPMC. 

My analysis described in this Section leads me to conclude that there is substantial uncertainty 

about Highmark's proff'ered projections of large volume shifts of inPatients to WPAHS from 

existing providers, and some of the economic asstunptions underlying Highmark's projected IDN 

cost savings. Although the likelihood of effectuating these projected incremental disdiarges and 

associated financial consequences is highly uncer[ain, Highmark has articulated a reasonable 

IDN strategy incorporating the WPAHS affiliation that would provide significant benefits to the 

healthcare community in WPA and to Highmark's insured memb€rs. 

Specifically, my overall conclusions on the competitive effects, tlie economic and community 

benefits, and public interest of Highmark's proposed IDN with WPAHS as its core, are: the 

success of Highmark's aCfiliation with WPAHS depends critically on the ability of the IDN to 

amact large numbers of inpatients to WPAHS, especially away from UPMC. To do this, 

Highmark must accomplish two goals: (1) incentivize patients to select WPAHS and other 

aligned hospitals rather than UPMC for inpatient services by adcpting Co~mnunity Blue and by 

increasing transparency of cost information relevant for consuuier dccisions, and (2) incentivize 

physieians to use and refer patients to WPAHS and other aligned hospitals rather than UPMC. 

Without achieving these two goals, it is unlikely that Highmark can attract sufficient numbers of 

patients to WPAHS to make this Affiliation successful in tenns of (1) stabilizing WPAHS 

finaneially, (2) lowering the cost of care to Highmark members, (3) lowering Higlimark's risk 

exposure to possible WPAHS financial failure, and (4) previding improved competitive 

healthcare delivery to the WPA community. 
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Intrinsically linked with this Affiliation is Highmark's plan to est~blish an IDN in WPA with tlte 

goal of providing affordable healthcare for its enrollees. I provide in this section my assessment 

of the economic impact on healthcare delivery in WPA from tl~e proposed Affiliation in the 

context of the IDN. Highmark describes its affiliatiou with WPAHS through UPE as the 

"cornerstone" of this IDN strategy. As set out by Highmark in its Strategic Plau, it plans to create 

a structure that "coordinates care, integrates services as appropriate, aligns physician incentives, 

introduces innovation and choice, and promotes evidence-based care and a differentiated patient 

experience."~~~ Highmark views these components of care as "shortcomin~s pervasive in the 

current system."~~~ 

UPE's IDN strategic plan is to implement a multi-faceted approaeh to healtl~care transfonnation, 

which includes: 

• Securing access to a"full-service" patient-centered network of lower-cost, high-quality, 
highly-efficient care providers; 

• Building platfonns to support care redesign and cost reduction; 

• Promoting the introduction of innova[ive care models and lower-cost sites of treatment; 

• Focusing on improved coordination of care; 

• Re-aligning provider incentives through new reimbursement models; and 

• Developin~ new insurance product desigvs that create incentives for value conscious 

decision-making by consumers, coupled with access to next generation of costs and 
quality transparency tools."a 

The delivery network envisions integrated providcr management with policyholder/subscriber 

engagement Highmark views the affiliation with WPAHS as the core for building an integrated 

delivery nehvork. WPAHS provides the only quatemary referral hub outside of UPMC, and it 

accounts for a large pereentage of specialty care in southwestem PA two factors that appear to 

be important conditions to provider management and subscriber e7gagement. 

Highmark's provider management strategy consists of sevcral initiatives designed to coordinate 

care at efficient costs: 

"`' "Supplcmen[ed Overvicw of Highmark's Strategic Vision;' Addendiun No. 5 to Amendment No. 2 to 
Form A, Tab E atl-2. 

~" `Supplemcntcd Orerview of Hielmiark's Strategic Vision;' Addendum No. 5 to Amendment No. 2 to 
Forn~ A. Tab E at 1-2. 
~'~ "Supplemented Overview of Highmark's Strategic Visio~i;' Addendum No. 5 to Amendment No. 2 to 
Fonn A, Tab E at 2. 
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• Re-align physician incentives through new reimbursement models, 

• Sccurc access to a"full service° network of lower-cost, highly efficient 
carc providers, ineluding primary care, specialists care, captive 
ambulatory service verticals, aligned secondary care thraugh community 
hospitals, and a quaternary care "hub," which is premised on a revitalized, 
vibrant WPAHS, specifically Allegheny General Hospital, 

• Promote introduction of innovative carc models and lower-cost treatment 
sites, and 

• Build platforms (medical service organizaCion ("MSO") and IT 
infrastructure) to support care redesi~i and cost reduction within the 
providcr community.l'9 

Iiighmark expects this integrated delivery t~iodel to deliver iinproved costs, quality, choiee, 

access, and experience for its policyholdcrs/subscribers. 180  Specifically, Highmark envisions: 

• Lowering the costs of delivery will not lower current premium levels, but 
will generate lower premiums than would occur if the Transaction is uot 
approved; 

• Providing higher quality by linking quality-based reimbu-sement systems 
that link provider payments to the provision of quality healthcare, and 
promoting greater transparency so that consumers know more precisely 
the healthcare beina consumed and its costs; 

• Ensuring grcater access and choice of healthcare ii~ WPA by preserving 
WPAHS's finai~cial integrity; 

• Developing systems to deliver more integrated hcalthcare which rewards 
carc coordination and the patienYs experience; 

• Incentivizing Che provision of the right care, ui the right place, at the right 
time; and 

• Creatin~ an 1DN with significant asset value and the pote~~tial to generate 
subsYantially more value. ~K~ 

Although Highmark plans to develop and implement an IDN w~ith or without the WPAHS 

affiliation, the WPAHS affiliation is a key driver of the IDV's benefits. First, Highmark 

identifics the affiliation with WPAHS as a"core ae~d necessary" compouent in building the new 

"9  "Supplcmcnted Overview of Higlunark's Strategic Vision;' Addendam No. 5 to Amendment No. 2 to 
Form A, Tab E at 23. Sze also Hiehmark Supplemental RcsPonse lo May 3, 2012 Letter from the PID, at 
UPE-0012801 and 806. 
iNO ,.Supplementcd Oveniew of Highmark's Strategic Visioii ° Addcnd~m No. 5 to Amendment No. 2 to 
Fonn A, Tab E at 18-31. 
~"~ "Supplemented Overview of Highmark's Strategic Vision;' Addend~m No. 5 to Ameodment No. 2 to 
Forni A, Tab E at 18-21. 
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IDN. To Highmark, sevcral WPAHS characteristics particularly support its importance in the 

overall success of UPE's 1DN network: 

• WPAHS shares Highmark's vision to lower care costs via new care delivery tnodels ai~d 
supports Highmark's efforts to change the healtl~care market in southwcstem 
Pennsylvania. 

• WPAHS provides high-acuity clinical services and is the only realistic altemative to 
UPMC: for these services. 

• WPAHS's broad geographic reach serves to offer secondary and tertiary scrvices in 
competition with UPMC. 

• WPAHS is a major employer of physicians who will play a key role in transfonnation of 
the healthcare delivery network. 

• WPAHS is a major employer in southwestern Pennsylvat~ia. 

• Hi;hmark believes WPAHS cannot survivc as a non-profit, five-hospital, quaternary 
facility without affiLiating wiHi Highmark.182 

Second, the majority of tlre claimed economic benefits for WPAHS of the affiliation, including 

its competitiveness, sustainability and future financial viability, come through UPE's IDN 

stn~cture. Third, the value to HigUmark and its insured members of implementing the 1DN 

derives substantially froul the affiliation with WPAHS and the ability to serve consumers in a 

lower cost, high quality environment. 

Highmark's goal of creating an IDN to provide access to affordable healthcare could result in 

substantial benefits to consumers of healthcare in WPA, including reduced costs (for insurance 

and healthcare services), improved quality of care, and improved outcomes. This prospect and 

the intrinsic relationship between the proposed WPAHS aff:liation and the TDN make it 

appropriate to assess the IDN's costs and benefits as part oflny evaluation of the Affiliation, and 

to evaluate whether tbe projected benefits will inure to the benefit of Highmark's insured 

members and to the WPA cotnmunity at large. The likelihood and magnitude of benefits from 

the IDN could offset the risks and costs of the transaction. While there are other factors, the 

impact of the iDN on the volume of inpatients admitted at WPAHS as well as improved costs 

and quality are core metrics for assessing the impact of the Affiliation. 

~ fi '  "Supplemented Overvicw of Hi~hmark's Strategic Vision," Addendum No. 5 to Amendment No. 2 to 
Confidential Supplement Submitted with Form A, Tab 2 at 14-16. 
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In additioit to addressing these direct benefits and costs of the proposed lransaction, 1 also 

consider the potential competitive and public interest effects, includin~ the effect of the 

Affiliation and IDN on capacity utilization at competing I~ospitals in the area. Hi~lmiark's 

affiliation with WPAHS, under the organizational structure of UPE, creates a second large 

vertically integrated healthcare delivery system in WPA. The introduction of a second vertically- 

integrated system and competition between it and the incumbent vertieally-inteo ated system, 

UPMC, could yield addicional public benefits, such as incentives for lower costs and improved 

quality that could benefit Highinark's current policyholders as well as those of other insurers. 

Alternatively, there could be adverse effects and higher cost~ for consumcrs. For example, 

Highmark/WPHAS (or UPMC) might have the incei~tivc to retain or expand capacity in the 

delivery systems to less efficient levels, which in turn could raise rather than lower the overall 

costs of Itealthcare in WPA.'"' Moreover, where tliere is significant excess capacity in the 

delivery system, as is tl~e casc in WPA, incentives and efforts of Highmark to direct volumes to 

WPAHS to improve utilization could result in its improved quality and cost sttucture, but also 

could materially change the viability of other local bospi[als and health p]ans in competing for 

customers. I have identified these potential adverse effects in ~iy evaluation of the proposed 

affiliation. ~ S4 

Based on nry review set out in this section, I conclude that the success and impact of Highmark's 

affiliation with WPAHS depends critically on lhe ability oY the IDN and Highmark to attract 

large numbers of inpatients away from UPMC to WPAHS. These shifts in volumes could 

achieve many objectives, including improved profitability and sustainability of WPAHS, 

potential reduction in costs due to best practices and higher volumes, improvements in quality 

and strengthening WPAHS as a competitoc To achievc these objectives, however, Highmark 

" Esther Gal-Or discusses the inecntives of hospital, to "ovcr-invesY' in capacity relative to die effcient 
level for the market. See Gal-Or, Esther. "Excessive Investmevt in Hospital Capacities," Jou~~ol o/ 
Eronomics & Managenvent Slrotegv, (1994), 3( I) at 53-70. 

~ F' The adverse effects of potentially higher costs or financial impacts do not necessarily involve adverse 
competitive effects. Advcrsc impacts on rivals or the community may be die conscquences of 
competitively benign actions by WPAHS or Higlimark, or may result Lrom the ouroomc of necessary re- 
ali~mment of capacity or from fewer, although a sufficient numbee of choices in the marketplace. 
Moreover, the alternative scenario of no affiliation may yield similar or even heightened adverse 
circumstances with regard to excess capacity and its impact. 7~hese are, however, implications or potential 
outcomes of the transaction tha[ I have been asked [o identify and asse~s as to their likelihood and cffect 
in the context of the public interest. 
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must accomplisl~ two elements of its strategy: ( I) incentivize pati aits to select WPAHS and ofher 

aligned hospitals ratlier than UPMC for inpatient services by adopting Comn~unity Blue and by 

increasing transparency of cost infonnation relevant for consumer decisions, and (2) encourage 

physicians to use and refer patients to WPAHS and other aligned hospitals as appropriate points 

of care rather than UPMC. j$5  Without achieving these goals, it will be substantially more 

difficult for Highmark to attract sufficient numbers of patients to WPAHS to make this 

Affiliation successful in tenns of (1) financially stabilizing WPAHS, (2) lowering the cost of 

care to Highinark members, (3) lowering Highmark's risk exposure to possible WPAHS 

financial failure, and (4) providing improved coinpetitivc healthcare delivery to the WPA 

community. ~ ~~ 

A. ECONOMIC OVERVIEW OF IDNs 

1. 	DR. HARRIS'S OVERVIEW OF AN lDN 

Highmark, through its economics expert, Dr. Harris, provides an assessmcnt of the potential 

benefits and efficiencies that may derive from a vertically inte~rated health system. Dr. Harris's 

assessment relies on economic and healthcare literature and infonnation sourced from 

Highmark's plans for an integrated delivery network submitted in Highmark's original PID 2.1.1 

response.~ R ~ These are largely descriptive in nature, and while they indicate Highmark's 

intentions, Dr. Hanis relied upon estimated benefits from other Highmark consultants and did 

not undertake an independent quantitative analysis of Highmark's proposed IDN. ~ K~ 

Dr. Harris defines an IDN as "a network of healdi care providers, sometimes including health 

plans, affiliated or operating under the same parent company."~ ,`  As described by Dr. Harris, an 

ias Accomplishing diese goals largely ali~ns with thc incentives of consumers and employers seekiue 
lower cost, hiehcr quality care and improved competition in the hospital sector in WPA. 
'"`' As I diseuss furthcr below, increasing disdiarges at WPAHS is net a eoal in itself to achicvc at tlie 
expense of othcr goals. If Highmark cannot achieve the necessary shifr in volmnes to sustain WPAHS and 
achicve specifc savings, then odier methods may need to supplant or supplemcnt these strategies, 
including contingency plans. 
187 Harris Amended Supplement 4 at T 4. 
~" 8  McKinsey estimated UPG's IDN savings independendy of the Provider Nenvork hrvestments 
contained in Amendment No. 2 to Confidential Supplement Sabmitted with Form A, Tab 8, Exhibit K at 

' fi "  Harris Aroended Supplement 4 at ¶ 4 
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IDN's structure may includc physicians, physicians and hospitals, or physiciaus, hospitals, and 

health plans, and would "typically offer a continuLim of care "' 190 Dr. Hams reports that the goals 

of an IDN are to acl~ieve cost efficiencies and improve quality and acccss to care. IDNs often 

involve "clinieal integration and care management measures in order to achieve efficiency goals 

and to create and align incentives for the participants in the IDN to achieve these effieiency 

goal s. >,  ~ 9 ~ 

Relying primarily on a study conducted by the U.S. General Accounting Office, Dr. Harris also 

examincd the incremental benefits of having a health insurance plan in an 1DN. He cites several 

benefits oF IDNs, including the view that IDNs am more likely to use patient care strategies, such 

as coordination of care, compared with non-IDN providers. More fully integrated organizations 

functioning under "a cohesive strategy ean aehieve economies of scale and make efficiene use of 

both capital and operating resouroes..." 19' Citing to the GAO study, Dr. liarris identifies tl~e use 

of electronic health records, operating a health insurance plan, and cmploying physicians as 

elements supporting IDN strategies to improve patient care. 

I find these to be plausible and economically well-founded sources of consumer benefits 

supported in the healthcare economics literature. Using health insurance plans' patient claims 

data may enable the creation of better-infonned disease management programs. Claims data also 

facilitates tracking and moniroring of patients' treatments and the resulting outcomes, and for 

ideutifying patients with certain medical conditions that would enable an IDN to target those 

patients for further education and treattnent.~ v' An IDN's use of electronic health records 

provides the abiliry to identify potential problems, deterniine cffectiveness of treatments, and 

facilitate the use of care protocols a~d clinical practice guidelines.194 

Finally, adding a health insurancc plan to the IDN may enhance the capability of reducing 

190 Dr. Harris states that WPAHS is alrcady an IDN in that it includes physicians and l~ospitals. 
Highmark's affiliation with WPAIiS will add ro this 1DN u health insurer, thus crcating an IDN that has 
health plans, physicians, and hospitals. In my view, WPAHS, as currer_tly configured, does not appear to 
meet tl~e cli~~ically and fiscally accountable IDN standard discussed hcrcin. 1 do not have sufficicnt 
infonnation to assess whether UPMC, defined by Dr. Harris as au lDA', meets the more widely acccpted 
standard described in( o at footnote 228. 
' y ' Han~is Amendcd Supplement 4 at ¶ 6. 
~ v ' Harris Amcnded Supplement 4 at ¶ A. 
19 '  Harris Amcnded Supplement 4 at ¶ 12. 
19'  Harris Amended SupplemenC 4 at ¶ 1 I. 
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hospital utilization with more effective patient care stratcgies. j9S  According to the GAO study 

cited by Dc Harris, this may result in lower reimbursement revenues for the IDN's hospitals, but 

these lower reimbursements "can be offset by savings from reduced hospital admissions for the 

health insurance plan."~~6 

2. 	EXPANDED REVIEW OF IDNs 

I agree with much of Dr. Harris's assessmcnt of the positive theoretical benef ts of IDNs and find 

l~is review of the theoretical literature to be infonnative. I find that Dr. Harris's definition of an 

IDN and his assessment of specific benefits that will likely arise from this transaction, however, 

are incomplete for purposes of this inquiry and quantification of the specific benefits of this 

proposed Affiliation. As a result, I undertook to augment Dr. Hams's analyses with an 

independent and more comprehei~sive assessment because thesc benefits are important offsets to 

potentially higher costs or reduced efficiency or quality from the Affiliation. In this section, I 

attempt to highliel~t specific areas of agreement betwccn Dr. Harris's assessment and my own, 

and to illustrate how my additional independent analyses and supporting documentation expand 

and au~nent each area of analysis. 

I agree witlt Dr. Harris's assessment, for example, that an IDN's purpose is to provide a 

continuum of l~ealthcare services to a defined population based or. a market or geographic area or 

particular healthcare service. An IDN requires more tl~ai~ cominon ownership or affiliation of 

physicians, hospitals, or health insurers. An additional important criterion for success is 

uacomvnbilrry for clinical and fiscal outcomes and the health status of a defined population 

served. Enthoven (2009), for example, discusses an IDS and its benefits as: 

an organized, coordinated, and collaborative network thar. (1) li~lks 
various healthcare providers, via common ownership or contract, across 3 
domains of integration—economic, noneconomic, and clinical—to 

1 ° s Approximately 12-15% of hospitals arc vcrtically integrated with insurance plans providins HMO and 
PPO products, although trends have been hi~hly variable. Scc, AHA, Table 2.5: Percentage of Hospitals 
with Insurance Products hy Typc oC Insurance, 2000 – 2010. Accordin, to a recent Wall Strcet Journal 
articlz, "A 201 I survcy of 100 hospital leaders by health research finn Advisory Board Co. found that 
20% of them [hospitals] intended to market an insurance plan. In ~010, aromid 10% of commu~~iry 
hospitals owned, or wcm part of systems that owned, heahh plans, ac~ording to thc American Hospital 
Association." Matthews, Anna Wildc, "Hospital Systems Branch Out as Insurers;' The Wall Street 
.iournal, December l6, 2012. 
~ 9~ Harris Amended Supplement 4 at ¶ 1 l. 
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provide a coordinated, vertical continuum of scrvices to a particular 
~atient population or community and (2) is accountablE, both clinically 

and fiscally, for the clinical outcomes and health status of the population 
or community served, and has systems in place to manage and improve 
them.197 

Enthoven's article adds clinical and financial accountability for outcomes and the health of the 

broader population to the set of core attributes necessary to provide a successfu( continuum of 

carc. Not all integrated health systems in the United States meet these criteria, but there are 

some, such as Geisinger Health System operating primarily in Central Pennsylvania. 

The fact that not all IDNs are successful in practice in delivering improved elinical and fiscal 

outcomes opens up a rclevant approach for assessi~tg and testing which IDNs, including this one, 

are likely to be successfuL In turn, this approach involves idea~tifying the key attributes that 

various studies have identified as predictive of success. Thes~ attributes provide additional 

guidance for evaluating tbe likelihood that the specific IDN cCntemplated by Highmark both 

meets the definition of an IDN and is likely to achieve improved clinical and fiscal outcomes for 

some defined population in WPA. I apply these criteria in the next sections, first setting out more 

specific information and analyses of IDNs. 

3. 	FORMS OF IDNS 

The Commomvealth Fund Commission on a High PerConnance Health System identified six 

attributes of an idcal healthcare delivery system: 

• Clinically relevant patient data are available to all providcrs at the point of 
care through electronic health record systcros, 

~"' Enthove~, Al~in C., "Integrated Dclivery Systems: Tl~e Cure for Fra,gmentation; ' Anaericcrn Journal of 
Ma~~nged Care, (2009), IS at 5284-S?90 at S285. Others with similar definitions can be found at 
Washington State Hospital Association, Governing Board Manual, Chapter 1 I, 2006 at 3("...a network 
of hcalth care providers and organization whicl~ provides or arrangcs ro provide a coordinated continuum 
of scrvices to a detined population and is willing to be held clinicall~i and fiscally accountablc for the 
clinical outcomes and health status of the popula[ion sened"; Lega, Federicq "Organizational Design for 
Health Integrated Delivery Systems: Thaory and Practice,' Science Direct, Health Policy, ( 2007), at 258- 
279 ("...provides or aims to provide a coordinated continuum of servic~s to a defined population and are 
willing to be held clinically and fiscally accountablc Cor the outcomes and thc health status of the 
population served."); Moore, Keith D. and Dean C. Coddington, Multiple Paths to lntegra[ed Health 
Care," Healthcarc Financial Management, (December 2009) ("...uses corporate structure, strategic 
alliances, ~overnancc, management approachcs, culture, financial ~racnces, clinical inFormation systcros, 
and othcr tools to f icilitate and insure delivery of this rype of carc."). 
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• Patient care is coordinated among multiple provider and transition of care 
is actively managed, 

• Providers have accountability to each otl~cr, review each other's work, and 
collaborate to reliably deliver high quality, high value care, 

• Patient access to appropriate care and infom~ation is easy, with tnultiple 
points of entry to the system, 

• Clear accountabiliry exists for the total care of the patient, and 

• The System is continuously itmovating and leaming to improve quality, 
value and patients' experience.198 

The authors acknowledge that nmltiple types of delivery systems can deliver tlie key attributes of 

an ideal delivery system. They examine I S diverse types ~f healthcare delivery systeins 

recognized for delivering high perfonnancc and categorize the 15 systcros into four basic models 

that may promote high performance through integration: 

• Model l: uttegrated delivery system or larbe multi-specialty group practice, with a health 
plan, e.g., Kaiser Pennanente, Geisinger Health System, 

• Model 2: InteRrated delivery system or large multi-specia_ry group without 
a health plan, e.g., Mayo Clinic, Partners HealthCare, 

• Model 3: Private networks of independent providers, such as an 
independent practice association (IPA) or virtual network, 

• Mode14: Government-facilitated networks of independen- providers.199 

Model 1, whieh is the type of IDN that Highmark proposes Co implement, characteristically 

involves a system composed of hospitals, physicians, other providers, and a health plan. 

Physicians are involved in strategic planning. The insurance component provides flexibility in 

organizing to deliver health caze and provides enhanced collection atld integration of data, 

utilization review, and cost-control, particularly in minimizing duplicatio~~ of services.~0° 

10"  $hih, Anthony, Karen Davis, Stephen C. Schoenbamn, Anne Gautheir, Rachel Nuzum, an d Douglas 
McCarthy, "Organizin~ the U.S. Health Care Dclivery System for High Perforruance;' Commission on a 
High Pertonvancc Health System, The Commonwealth Fund, Auwst 2008 at 48 (hcreafter "The 
Commonwealth Fund"). The Commonwealth Fund has commissioned studics of 15 diffcrcnt integrated 
systems, the results of ~~~hich highlight the diversity of organizational arran~~ements accomplishing re- 
alignment of hcalthcare. Douglas McCarthy and Kimberly Mueller; Or?a~izing thc U.S. Health Care 
Delivery System for Hieh Perfom~ance; July 2009. 

~ 9° The Commonwealth Fund at ]0-11. 
''0° The Coreuiionwealtl~ Fund at 10. Sec also Enthoven at 5286. Thcse studies do uot address whedier 
success dcpends on the providers beginning exclusive to the health plan or vicc versa. 
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4. ATTRIBUTES CONTRIBUTING TO A SUCCESSFUL IDN 

From their analysis of successful IDNs, Shih et al found That (I) existittg healthcare delivery 

systems are achieving in practice many of the attributes of an ideal health delivery system, (2) 

there is more than one approach to structuring a successful deli4ery system, (3) although diverse 

stnictures exists, soine forn~ of orga~~ization and means of working across providers is required, 

and (4) leadership is a critical faetor in achieving sLiccess.'` 01  Similarly, The Commonwealth 

Fund determined that IDNs that are able to become ideal healthcare delivery systems and achieve 

specific goals and attributes require some fonn of organization, i.e., "a relationship among 

providers with established mechanisms for conmmnication or working across providers and 

settings."'0~ 

In addition, many other studies recognize that clinical and fis;al accountubilitv is a defining 

attribute of an ideal IDN. As a tnatier of economics, establishing appropriate incentives to 

facilitate clinical and fiscal accountability is critical in cha»ging provider, insurer, and patient 

behavior to achieve success, i.e., higher quality care at lower costs of delivcry. The 

Commonwealth Fund concludes, for example, that IDNs with health plans have the financial 

incentive to provide coordination and transition of care, and there are some synergies and 

complementarities behveen the insurance and hospital members. 20 ' IDNs have the ability to 

structure provider compensation to provide the necessary incenti~ ✓ es to drive coordination of care 

and cost efficiency to achieve system clinical and fiscal accountability. On the patient side, 1DNs 

must set up financial ineentives to transform patient behavior. Lunited formal incentives exist in 

the traditional U.S. healthcare delivery system to incentivize patients to seek more efficiently 

delivered high quality healthcare. Without paCient buy-in, an IDN is less likely to be successful. 

Health plans can add mechanisms, with physician i~~put, to incentivize patients to make more 

clinieally and fiscally effective healtheare choices, which when incorporated into an lDN will 

likely generate sig~iificant benefits. 

] further reviewed the works of ma~~y rescarchers to identify key attributcs of a successfiil IDN. I 

find Enthoven's eight attributes of a successful IDN paRicularly useful: 

(1) shared value and ;oals such that all participants are eommitted to delivering high quality, 

'01 The Commonwealth Fund at 9. 
'`°' Thc Commonwealth Fund at 15-16. 
'0'  The Commonwealth Eund at 12. 
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